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We compare the convergent shockwaves generated from underwater, cylindrical arrays of copper

wire exploded by multiple kilo-ampere current pulses on nanosecond and microsecond scales. In

both cases, the pulsed power devices used for the experiments had the same stored energy (�500 J)

and the wire mass was adjusted to optimize energy transfer to the shockwave. Laser backlit framing

images of the shock front were achieved down to the radius of 30 lm. It was found that even in the

case of initial azimuthal non-symmetry, the shock wave self-repairs in the final stages of its motion,

leading to a highly uniform implosion. In both these and previous experiments, interference fringes

have been observed in streak and framing images as the shockwave approached the axis. We have

been able to accurately model the origin of the fringes, which is due to the propagation of the laser

beam diffracting off the uniform converging shock front. The dynamics of the shockwave and its

uniformity at small radii indicate that even with only 500 J stored energies, this technique should

produce pressures above 1010 Pa on the axis, with temperatures and densities ideal for warm dense

matter research. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5005174

The subject of Warm Dense Matter (WDM) has been

under intense investigation1 for several decades due to its

importance in many fields of research such as Equations Of

State (EOS), conductivity models, astrophysics, geophysics,

and inertial confinement fusion.2–4 There are several methods

for obtaining WDM, which include chemical and nuclear

explosions,5 z-pinches,6 high-power lasers,7,8 light-gas guns,9

and high-energy (GeV range) ion beams.10 These methods

require special safety measures, large and expensive facilities,

and stored energies above 105 J.

The results of recent studies indicate that WDM with

pressures above 100 GPa can be obtained using strong con-

verging Strong Shock Waves (SSWs) generated by underwa-

ter electrical explosions of either cylindrical or spherical

wire arrays.11,12 Different methods (damage of different tar-

gets, spectroscopy of the obtained water plasma created by

the convergence of the SSW) were applied to determine the

water parameters in the vicinity of implosion.13–15 Also, the

SSW’s time-of-flight to the axis (cylindrical wire array) or

origin (spherical wire array) of implosion leading to intense

light emission from compressed and heated water at those

locations was used for comparison with the results of one

dimensional (1D) and two dimensional (2D) Hydrodynamic

(HD) simulations, coupled with the EOS of water and cop-

per.16 In these simulations, which considered symmetrical

SSW convergence, only the energy deposition rate into the

wires, calculated using the experimentally obtained resistive

voltage and discharge current waveforms, was an input

parameter.

In the 1D HD simulations, a symmetrically propagating

SSW is assumed, and in the 2D HD simulations, possible

SSW instabilities are not typically taken into account.

However, the issue of instabilities, which could lead to a non-

uniform azimuthal implosion of the SSW, is of crucial impor-

tance for the validity of these simulations and consequently

for the values of the water parameters in the vicinity of

implosion. Despite the comprehensive research devoted to

converging shock wave instabilities,17–19 there is no com-

plete understanding regarding the range of applicabilities

and the correctness of the existing models and simula-

tions.20 Shadowgraph images of converging cylindrical

SSWs generated by underwater electrical explosions of wire

arrays obtained in experiments carried out in Technion and

Imperial College London showed a near circular shape of

the SSW’s front down to a radius of 100 lm.11,21,22

In this paper, the results of cylindrical SSW conver-

gence below a radius of 100 lm are described and analyzed.

In addition, beam propagation method (BPM) simulations

have been applied to study the propagation of a laser beam

that is used to backlight framing and streak images of the

implosion. The results of these simulations showed interfer-

ence patterns which almost perfectly fit the inference pat-

terns obtained in these and previous experiments.

The research was carried out using nanosecond- and

microsecond-scale pulse generators. The nanosecond-scale

generator is based on the discharge of a water forming line

charged by a Marx generator.23 This generator, at 633 kV

charging voltage of the Marx generator (stored energy of

�500 J), produces an �80 ns duration pulse at a 1.5 X matched

resistive load with voltage and current amplitudes of 120 kV

and 50 kA, respectively. The microsecond-scale generator con-

sists of 4 low-inductance, high-voltage capacitors of 0.22 lF

each, connected in parallel, and a triggered spark gas switch.

This generator charged up to 35 kV (stored energy of �540 J)

produces a pulse with a quarter of a period of �1 ls and an

amplitude of 35 kA at a short-circuit load placed instead of the

wire array. Both nanosecond- and microsecond-scale genera-

tors produced at their output high voltage pulses with negative

polarity. The high-current pulses produced by the nanosecond-

and microsecond-scale generators were applied to cylindrical
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wire arrays of 5 mm in diameter, consisting of 20 copper wires,

and 3 cm in length, and each wire was 23 lm and 50 lm in

diameter for the nanosecond and microsecond timescales,

respectively. Following the action integral,24 this choice of

wires should correspond to the wires’ explosion at �0.8 of the

maximal current amplitude.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 for the nano-

second timescale (the microsecond timescale setup is identi-

cal except for the generator used). A single mode 532 nm,

2.5 W, continuous wave laser (by Roithner Lasertechnik

GmbH) was used for the backlighting of the converging

SSWs. The laser was coupled to a single mode fiber to spa-

tially filter the beam, removing/reducing any speckle effect

in subsequent images. The output from the fiber was colli-

mated to produce a �3 mm radius beam that was directed

through a fused silica window into the water-filled stainless

steel chamber coaxial with the wire array (see Fig. 1). An

imaging lens was placed outside of the chamber to image the

SSW’s front using either an XXRapidFrame framing camera

(Stanford Computer Optics, Germany), allowing four time-

independent frames with a duration of above 1 ns, or a SC-10

streak camera (Optronis GmbH, Germany). The discharge

current I through the wire was measured using a current

view resistor, and the voltage drop u across the exploding

wire was measured using a capacitive voltage divider.

Typical current, resistive voltage ur ¼u – LdI/dt (L is the

load’s inductance), power, and deposited energy waveforms

are shown in Fig. 2 for the nanosecond and microsecond-

scale explosions. The deposited power and energy were calcu-

lated using the experimentally obtained current and voltage

waveforms. One can see that the selection of the wires’

parameters allowed us to obtain almost critically damped dis-

charges where most of the stored energy was deposited into

the wires during �100 ns and �1200 ns in the nanosecond-

and microsecond-scale explosions, respectively. The maximal

current densities realized in the exploding wires were below

6000 MA/cm2 and 1600 MA/cm2 for the nanosecond and

microsecond-scale explosions, respectively.

For each timescale, shadowgraph images of the SSW’s

front were obtained at low magnification (�6 mm in diame-

ter) with the exploding wires included in the frame and at

high magnification (�1 mm in diameter) to obtain only the

final stages of the SSW’s convergence.

Low magnification framing images from both nanosec-

ond and microsecond-scale experiments showed that when

the imploding shock front was formed from the overlapping

explosions of adjacent wires, it was often not azimuthally

symmetric. This can be related to a technical problem of

placing the wires uniformly around on a small diameter

(with an equal distance of 0.75 mm between them). An

example of such initial azimuthal deformation of the shock

front is shown in Fig. 3(a) where three overlapping frames

obtained using the XXRapidFrame camera are shown for a

microsecond timescale explosion. Typical overlapping

images of a nearly circular azimuthal symmetry are shown

for comparison in Figs. 3 (b) and 3(c).

Experiments at high magnification were complicated by

the need for extremely high accuracy in aligning the laser

with the axis of the array, i.e., better than 1� alignment is

needed in order to obtain images at radii below 0.1 mm; oth-

erwise, the perfectly cylindrical implosions are obscured and

appear to be elliptical. With improvements in the alignment

technique, it was found that even shockwaves that were ini-

tially highly asymmetric tended to repair themselves as they

imploded towards the axis. Typical shadowgraph images of

the converging SSW for nanosecond and microsecond scales

FIG. 1. Experimental setup with the

nanosecond timescale generator.
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are shown in Fig. 4. Here, four separate shadowgraph images

are presented, obtained using the XXRapidFrame camera,

for better accuracy of the SSW imaging at higher SSW

velocity. One can see clearly the self-repairing nature of the

SSW’s evolution especially at the final stage of implosion. In

the first frame of the nanosecond timescale image [Fig. 4(a)],

the radius of the SSW front is �190 lm, and the front is

rather azimuthally non-uniform. But the third frame [Fig.

4(c)], obtained with a delay of 50 ns with respect to the first

frame, is almost circular front. Finally, the fourth frame [Fig.

4(d)], obtained with 20 ns with respect to the third frame,

showed no detectable instabilities at a radius of �30 lm.

Similar self-repair of the converging shock front was

obtained for the microsecond timescale experiments [Figs.

4(e)–4(h)], where the shock wave’s radius is �275 lm in the

first frame [Fig. 4(e)] and reaches a radius of �35 lm in the

fourth frame [Fig. 4(h)] obtained with a time delay of 150 ns

with respect to the first frame. Here, let us note that there

FIG. 2. Waveforms of the measured

current and resistive voltage for (a)

nanosecond and (c) microsecond-scale

wire array explosions. Calculated

power and energy for (b) nanosecond

and (d) microsecond-scale wire array

explosions.

FIG. 3. Three overlapping shadowgraph images of the SSW front with (a) azimuthal non-uniformity and (b) and (c) nearly circular symmetry. (a) and (b) are

for the microsecond timescale and (c) for the nanosecond timescale. The times are with respect to the beginning of the discharge current, and the time between

each frame is 300 ns. Each frame duration is 2 ns. The cross in the images is because of wires placed at the front and back sides of the array for optical

alignment.

FIG. 4. Shadowgraph images of the

SSWs obtained with large magnifica-

tion at different times for the (a)–(d)

nanosecond- and (e)–(h) microsecond-

scale wire array electrical explosions.

Each frame time duration is 2 ns. The

times are relative to the beginning of

the discharge current.
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were difficulties related to obtaining shadowgraph images of

the SSW at radii smaller than 30 lm. The first difficulty was

in the triggering of the framing camera when the SSW

arrived to a radius below 30 lm because it takes only several

nanoseconds for the SSW to arrive to the origin from that

position. Also, taking shadowgraph images at radii smaller

than 30 lm becomes challenging because the shockwave

begins to radiate (due to high temperature and density of

water behind the shock front) and generates a plasma layer

with thicknesses of several microns in front of the shock-

wave, thus smearing its front.

In these and previous experiments, interference fringes

are clearly visible in both high magnification framing images

and laser backlit streak photographs taken across the diame-

ter of the array. To explain the fringes, a 2D fast Fourier

transform-based BPM simulation25 was carried out. In these

simulations, the laser beam is considered as a wave propa-

gating inside the cylinder which models the shock front. The

wave propagation is governed by the Helmholtz equation in

the paraxial approximation, i.e., the amplitude of the wave

varies slowly outwards from the axis (along the x-axis in our

case) and rapidly in the direction of propagation (along the z

axis in our case). The boundary conditions are the values of

the refractive index n x; zð Þ, and the initial condition is the

amplitude of the wave. Because the boundary of the SSW is

highly reflective, the refractive index was set to be two

orders of magnitude larger at the location of the SSW and

outwards than the refractive index of water inside the cylin-

der, which was set to 1.32. These simulations do not account

for the acceleration of the SSW during its convergence

towards the axis, i.e., the decrease in the cylinder’s radius

versus time was considered linear, which is applicable to the

majority of implosion.

The plot in Fig. 5(a) represents the results of BMP simu-

lations of the light intensity, which one can obtain in the

middle of the cylinder for different SSW radii, i.e., at differ-

ent times of the SSW’s convergence. Experiments with the

SC-10 streak camera (the width of the input slit is 0.1 mm,

and the focus of the camera was at the middle of the array)

were carried out to obtain a shadowgraph streak image of the

converging SSW and compared with the simulation results.

One can see a good agreement between the fringes obtained

in the experiments and simulations. The slopes of the

experimental and simulated fringes are almost linear and

coincide during the first �300 ns and correspond to

�1.75� 105 cm/s of SSW velocity. Later, the slope of exper-

imental fringes increases due to the SSW’s acceleration

towards the axis during the final stage of implosion. The

coincidence between the simulated and experimentally

obtained fringes during around 300 ns of the shockwave

propagation indicates an azimuthal and longitudinal unifor-

mity of the converging shockwave. In addition, in Fig. 5(b),

one can see a strong light emission which indicates high

water temperature and density in the vicinity of implosion.

The duration of this light emission is �100 ns, and the time

difference between the end of the resolvable streak image of

the converging SSW front and the beginning of this light

emission is less than 15 ns. This time delay can be related to

a small misalignment of the slit of the streak camera and the

axis of the converging SSW. The SSW’s velocity at radii

below 50 lm, estimated from the streak image of the SSW,

is larger than 3� 105 cm/s. This allows one to estimate the

minimal radius where the SSW was obtained at �45 lm. Let

us note that in order to obtain the SSW’s convergence at

smaller radii, the alignment of the optical system should be

better than 1.5� 10�3 deg. Thus, the BPM simulations and

experimentally obtained streak shadowgraph images confirm

the uniformity of the SSW convergence up to a compression

factor of �60.

The present experimental results show an implosion

down to at least 60 lm in diameter. The pressure of water at

that location was calculated using a 2D HD simulation cou-

pled with EOSs of water and copper. These simulations,

based on the cell-centered finite volume method and three

conservation laws (mass, momentum, and energy), are

described in detail by Kozlov et al.16 The results of these

simulations are shown in Fig. 6. One can see that in both

nanosecond and microsecond-scale array explosions at

r � 30 lm, one should obtain pressure above 1.2� 1010 Pa.

Considering the self-similarity26 of the SSW implosion and

assuming the azimuthal uniformity of the SSW during the

last 15 ns of convergence, one can expect to obtain pressure

larger than 4� 1010 Pa at r � 5 lm.

In summary, we carried out research on the convergence of

shockwaves generated by both nanosecond and microsecond-

scale underwater electrical explosions of cylindrical copper

FIG. 5. Time dependent light intensity

in the middle of the cylinder obtained

by (a) BPM simulation and (b) streak

shadowgraph imaging of the converg-

ing SSW.
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wire arrays. Experiments demonstrated that even in the case

of an initially azimuthally asymmetric implosion, the SSW

self-repairs as it approaches the axis. The interference fringes

observed in both framing and streak images of the implosion

were found to agree with the results of BPM simulations.

The framing shadowgraph images showed the absence of

detectable instabilities of the SSW front down to a radius of

30 lm. Thus, this research indicated that using a pulsed

power generator with a stored energy of only �500 J, one

can produce pressures above 1010 Pa in the vicinity of the

implosion of the SSW. Such a compact and mobile setup can

be easily adjusted for the diagnostics of warm dense matter

density distribution using either synchrotron radiation or

x-ray fluxes produced by powerful lasers.
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